SOEDER GDPR
Your personal data
With only four rooms and one dinner table available, Marianne and Michael take great care
of every little detail at SOEDER Countryhouse & Kitchen. This extends beyond the venue
itself to include your personal data. In compliance with The General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), we help you to gain control over your personal data.
Which data we record
To handle your reservation properly, we require your name, your home and email addresses
and your phone number.
If you need an accessible room or technical equipment according to your requirements, we
record this additional information together with your personal data. We record your food
requirements and other specified wishes in the same way.
If you are traveling in a group, we collect the name and specific requirements of your fellow
travelers.
What we do with your data
Your personal data helps us to take the best possible care of you, and we take your privacy
very seriously. We store your data for two years carefully protected on secured hardware, to
which only Marianne and Michael have access. If we hire external help, we will only share
the data that is required for them to fulfill their work.
We would love to keep in touch after your visit and send you our newsletter, unless you
choose otherwise. You have the ability to unsubscribe at any time. Furthermore, we might
use your data for other direct marketing campaigns by SOEDER Countryhouse & Kitchen,
but never by third-party companies.
On our website we use cookies and collect specific personal data, i.e. when you book online,
contact us or sign up for our newsletter. If you would like to know which specific cookies are
in use please contact us.
Registration of foreign hotel guests
According to the Swedish Aliens Ordinance, we are obliged to make sure that foreign hotel
guests provide information about themselves on personally signed registration forms and
confirm their identity using a valid identity document. These rules are based on the
Schengen agreement within the EU.
You own your data
You are the rightful owner of your data. Whenever you have a question or if you would like us
to erase your personal data, please send us an email at info@soedercountryhouse.com.
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